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	Nuke 101: Professional Compositing and Visual Effects, 9780321733474 (0321733479), Peachpit Press, 2011

	The Foundry’s Nuke is fast becoming the industry leader in compositing software for
	film and TV. Virtually all the leading visual effects studios—ILM, Digital Domain, Weta
	Digital, MPC, Framestore, The Mill, and Sony Pictures Imageworks—now use Nuke
	as their main compositing tool. This is not surprising, as Nuke offers a flexible nodebased
	approach to compositing, has a native multi-channel workflow, and boasts a
	powerful integrated 3D compositing environment that delivers on the artist’s needs.


	Nuke was first developed as the in-house compositing tool at Digital Domain, the
	visual effects studio behind the Terminator series, The Fifth Element, Tron: Legacy,
	The Curious Case of Benjamin Button, and other major films. The software has been
	developed by artists for artists to meet the immediate needs of actual top-level
	productions. Nuke is now developed by The Foundry ( www.thefoundry.co.uk), which
	remains committed to making Nuke the best tool for compositing artists working in
	the trenches.
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Shape Understanding System: The First Steps toward the Visual Thinking Machines (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
This book presents the results of the research in one of the most complex and difficult areas of research such as research in the areas of thinking and understanding. This research that is carried out in the newly founded Queen Jadwiga Research Institute of Understanding www.qjfpl.org/QJRIU/ Eng/Eng–QJRIU–PO–O.htm is focused on...

		

Java and XSLT (O'Reilly Java)O'Reilly, 2001
Java and Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) are very different
technologies that complement one another, rather than compete. Java's strengths are portability,
its vast collection of standard libraries, and widespread acceptance by most companies. One
weakness of Java, however, is in its ability to process text....

		

Practical Model-Based Testing: A Tools ApproachMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
Software testing is vitally important in the software development process, as illustrated by the growing market for automated testing tools. Moreover, software testing generally consumes between 30 and 60 percent of the overall development effort. 

Many companies are already using automated test execution tools. Modelbased testing pushes...




	

Handbook of Compliant MechanismsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A fully illustrated reference book giving an easy-to-understand introduction to compliant mechanisms


	A broad compilation of compliant mechanisms to give inspiration and guidance to those interested in using compliant mechanisms in their designs, the Handbook of Compliant Mechanisms includes graphics and descriptions of many...


		

The Wireless Networking Starter Kit, Second EditionPeachpit Press, 2003
Wireless networks are becoming commonplace, but choosing and configuring the right equipment and services for the home, small offices, and the business traveler can prove frustrating. That is where you need the wide-ranging expertise of wireless mavens Adam Engst and Glenn Fleishman.
Using illustrated...


		

Human-Computer Interaction and Operators Performance: Optimizing Work Design with Activity TheoryCRC Press, 2010

	A collection of works authored by leading scientists from the US and Russia, Human-Computer Interaction and Operators’ Performance: Optimizing Work Design with Activity Theory describes applied and systemic-structural activity theory as it is used to study human-computer interaction, aviation, design, and training....
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